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Abstract 

In the study of GIS/LIS, two kinds of data structure 

are studied: raster data structure and vector data struc

ture. It is proved by experience and theory that the vector 

data has a higher compression rate and a well-organized 

logical structure ( that is, an object is represented by its 

boundary polygons. , and a polygon is a series of vectors 

VI, V2, ..., VN , where Vi and Vi+! have a same end 

point), and some basic image operations , such as scal

ing, rotating, calculating the area and perimeter , can be 

easily done on the vector data structure. But the spatial 

organization of the vector data is very loose , which leads 

to low efficiency when querying the objects near or at a 

given position. So, a good spatial index is needed to speed 

up the response of the system. 

In this paper, it is suggested that the vector data can be 

organized by a quadtree -like index structure - - - -

QO (quadtree of objects). The definition of QO ; the al

gorithm for creating QO of a image, the algorithms of op

eration on QO are given. By analysing the querying ef

fectiveness of QO, it is shown that the time consume of 

queries on the vector with QO - index is much more 

smaller than that on the "pure" vector data. 
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§ 1 Introduction 

The main task of the researcher on GIS is to speed up 

the implementation of variant queries on the data in some 

compressed form. In ordinary, the atom query of a GIS 

can be categorized into two classes : one called attribute

based query, and the other called position-based query. 

The sophisticated queries are all composed by a series of 

atom queries, which makes, in the view of users, the 

GIS manage the spatial data (image data) and the at

tribute data consistently and flexibly. Obviously, the p0-

sition-based query has a more important position in the 

studies of GIS than the attribute- based query, and the 

speed of this kind query indicates the standard of a GIS. 

The class of the position-based query contains: to find 

the objects near or at a given position, to open a window 
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on a image , to judge the geometric relation of two objects 

( for example , whether one object contains or intersects 

with the other object) , to query the objects which have 

some special geometric relation with a given object, etc. 

In the study of GIS/LIS, two kinds of data structure 

are studied: raster data structure and vector data struc

ture. It is proved by experience and theory that the vector 

data has a higher compression rate and a well-organized 

logical structure ( that is, an object is represented by its 

boundary polygons , and a polygon is a series of vectors 

V1, V2, ..., VN , where Vi and Vi+! have a same end 

point), and some basic image operations , such as scal

ing, rotating, calculating the area and perimeter , can be 

easily done on the vector data structure. But the spatial 

organization of the vector data is very loose , which leads 

to low efficiency when querying the objects near or at a 

given position~ So, a good spatial index is needed to speed 

up the response of the system. 

In. this paper, it is suggested that the vector data can be 

organized by a quadtree -like index structure - - - -

- - QO (quadtree of objects ). In a node of QO , a list 

of objects is stored. A object is stored in the node which 

correspondences to the smallest quad block that covers this 

object. 

In the second section, the definition of QO and the al

gorithm for creating QO of a image ,. the algorithms of 

operation on QO are given. In the third section, the time 

consume of queries in the class of position - based query 

are analysed. In the last section a short conclusion is 

given. 

§ 2 The definition and operation on QO 
Organizing objects according their 2D position is the 

main idea of QO. 

2. 1 The definition of QO 
Suppose that the image f is a function on region R with 

size 2" * 2". Let set SO = {01, 02 ,. • • ,ON} be the objects 

on the image , and R (0;) represents the region correspon

dences to Oi • 

A QO is a tree whose every node has 4 or no sons, that 



is , a node of QO is a structure shown below: 

structure node { 

structure node * Son1, * Son2, * Sona, * Son4 ; 

Set---Qf-0bjects S ; 

Now , a recursive algorithm of creating QO is given 

below as the definition of QO. 

Algorithm: CTeatQO(R,SO) 

Procedure: 

step 1: Get a node T as the root of the QO, set every 

item of T null. 

step 2: Let R , where i = 1 ,2,3,4, is the four quad 

block of R; For V ° E SO ,if R(o) C Rand R(o) ~ R, 
i = 1, 2 , 3 , 4, then 

T.S=T.SU {a}; 

step 3: Let SO. = {o I ° E SO - T. S ,R(o) C R} , 
i = 1,2,3,4; If SO, is not empty, then create QO. = 
CTeatQOO by recursion, and let T. Son; points to QOi, i = 
1,2,3,4. 

2.2 The operation on QO 

The inserting, deleting and searching are the main basic 

operations on QO. We give the inserting algorithm on 

QO below. 

INSERTQO( T,o,R) 

Begin 

End 

ifT=NULL 

then get a node T as the root of QO, and 

set all the items in T null. 

if R(o) C R 

then begin 

T. S = T. S U {o} ;return; 

end 

Let R is the ith quad block of R , 

ifR(o)CR 

then begin 

if T. Son; = NULL 

then get a node ,and let T. Son; 

points to it. 

INSERTQO( T. Son; ,o,R ); 

end; 

The deleting and searching algorithm are similar to the 

inserting algorithm, so no details are given here. 

Using the inserting algorithm, an algorithm of creating 

QO with time consumption O(N) can be given. 

2. 3 QO and position-based queries 

(1) To find the objects at a given position (x, y) : only 

check the objects stored at the nodes whose corresponding 
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quad blocks contain the point (x, y) • 

(2) To open a window on a image: if the set of nodes 

, whose corresponding quad blocks intersect with the win

dow, is { wi1 , wi2 ,. • • ,11IZm} , then only check the objects 

stored at all the ancestor nodes of 'TUlo, i = 1 ,. . . ,m , and 

the objects stored at the subtree whose root is '1Ul. • 
(3) To find all the objects contained in or intersecting 

with a given region: At first , look up all the nodes whose 

corresponding quad blocks intersect with the region , then 

check the objects on these !lodes. 

2. 4 The organization of objects stored at a node 

Because the queries on QO are transferred to search on 

some nodes on the tree, so it is necessary to organize the 

objects stored at a node in a suitable way. A schema is to 

store the objects by a sorted balanced binary tree with the 

size of objects as the key. Using this structure can further 

confine the searching scope and leads to a higher effec

tiveness. 

§ 3 The Querying Effectiveness of QO 

Using QO, the searching in queries are confined at one 

node or some nodes. So, in this section, we will discuss 

the effectiveness by analysing the number of objects 

stored at a node or a series of nodes. 

To simplify the discuss, we suppose the image corre

sponding to a region of unit square [0, 1 J2, similarly , 

suppose that the total number of objects on the image is 1-
The diameter (or size) d(R) of a region R is defined as 

d(R) :rnax{d(X1 ,X2) I Xl ,X2 E R}. 

Suppose the probability density of d(R) is p(x) , where 

x E [O,/2J. 

3. 1 The expected number pm of objects stored at a node 

Suppose that node wi corresponding to a quad block B 
with size , the expected number of objects stored at wi is pm 

. We divide pm into two parts: one corresponding to the 

objects whose size is larger than 1/ 2m+! , the other part 

corresponding to the else, and we use pm!, pm2 to represent 

them, so , there is pm = pm1 + pm2 • 

Because 

#
12/2-

pm1 ~ 22m _+1 p(x)dx 1/2 

f 
1/2-+1 

pm2 ~ 0 p' (x)p(x)dx 

where p' (x) is the probability of the objects with size x in

tersecting with the lines which divide B into four equaling 

sub blocks. 

Under a model with equaling probability , it is easy to 
4x 

deduce that p' (x) ~ 2m - x2 , So we have 



Pm~ 

M
.f2 /2-

22m .+1 p(x)dx + 
1/2 

\11 2-+
1 4x 

J 0 (~ - x2)p(x)dx 

3.2 The expected number PCB) of objects which inter-

sect with a quad block B . 

Suppose a quad block B with size 1/~ * 1/~ corre

spondences the node ndm. The objects which intersect with 

B are stored at the sub tree of QO whose root is ndm ,or at 

one of the ancestors of ndm. Suppose that the ancestors of 

~I are nd1 ,nd2 ,. • • ,ndm-l , where ndo is the root of QO, 

and Pi is the expected number of objects stored at nd; , and 

qm is the expected number of objects stored at the subtree 

whose root is ndm ,then 

m-l 
To estimate E Pi + qm , we estimate Pi3 , which is the 

i=O 

expected number of objects stored at the subtree whose 

root is nd; but not at the tree whose root is nd;+1 , and we 

have: 

then 
PCB) 

m-l 
~ Epi+qm 

;=0 
m-l 

=1- EPi3 
.=0 

m-l f 1/2'+1 
~ 1-i~ 3 0 0/2'+1 - x)2p(x)dx 

3.3 A example of p(x) 

Now using a example of p(x) , we further estimate Pm 
and P(B) , to show the effectiveness of QO. 

Let p(x) = e-1/ lTx / (ae- 1/ .f2lTX2) , its shape shown on 

Figure 1. 

x 
1 2cr 

Fig.l The shape of p(x) 

The reason of letting p (x) be this special function is 

listed below: (1) the number of objects with size x con

taining in the unit square potition with 1/x2 ; (2)for a 

given class of images, the objects which is two smaller is 
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1 
always noise, so we set a decreasing factor e-Ui 0 

p (x) reach its maximum value at point x= iO' ,so 0' shows 

the maximum feature of the probability density function 

of the size of objects. 

1. The estimate of PCB) 

We obtain the estimate below: 

PCB) 

1 
~4m 
3 1 

+0:0 - 2m ) 

+ 6 0- (!2)3m) 
(4 - fi) J7; 2 

2. The estimate of pm For pm , we obtain : 

:::;:l«4-fi) + 
pm ~ 2m 2a 

2 ) 
(fi)m J7; 

§ 4 Conclusion 

The vector data has a well-organized logical structure 

, but has no natural spatial index. In this paper , a spa

tial index for vector data , called QO, is preSented . 

Analysing the querying effectiveness on the vector data 

with QO structure , it is shown that the time consume of 

queries in the position -based class is much smaller than 

that on "pure" vector data. 

This structure also can be used in other systems, such 

as CAD/CAM systems or vision systems. 
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